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A few years ago I came across RT Audio Design while writing for tnt-audio.com and fell in love with 

their sound. Since then I have relocated from the U.K. and now live in central France, south of the 

city of Limoges. As has happened before when moving house I fell out of love with my music system 

and listened to very little music for several years.This year (2022) I started to explore my music 

collection again and tweak the system to optimise it so it plays to my satisfaction.  My system for 

digital replay is fronted by a raspberry Pi4 running Moode Audio streaming software feeding a Chord 

Hugo TT dac, the original version. The preamp is a  Music First Audio classic transformer volume 

control which feeds a pair of Nene Valley Audio monoblock power amplifiers. The speakers are of my 

own concept and manufactured by a good friend, I will explain more later.My first aspect of 

dissatisfaction with the system was the dac, it has two usb inputs one for standard definition (SD) 

audio files and the other for high definition (HD) including DSD. The HD USB and SPDIF inputs had 

both stopped working  plus the SD usb was getting increasingly intermittent, not good for an 

expensive dac no more than 5 years old. This got me thinking, so I dug out my original RT Audio 

Design dac, fitted a SPDIF output card to the raspberry Pi and was just amazed by the sound.My 

system was now sounding much more to my liking, although limited to the file formats it would 

accept which is why I acquired the Chord Hugo TT originally.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

I decided to contact Tsenkov at RT Audio Design and find out what they were up to these days and 

was very pleased to hear all was well and he proposed a new dac design for me. This new dac would 

use a conventional and high quality dac from Analog Devices, the AD1852 for all formats except DSD. 

For DSD there is a separate usb input using an input module from XMOS that uses a 500mips 

processor and supports asynchronous USB. The XMOS module then drives directly a low pass filter, 

there is no dac involved. DSD is a PWM ( pulse width modulation) encoding and only requires a low 

pass filter to deliver the analog output. Most other other dacs that support DSD convert the DSD data 

to PCM before decoding.I am not a fan of messing with the digital data, I prefer a system that passes 

the data unmolested straight to the dac as intended. My Moode Audio software is configured to pass 

the data straight through, no volume control or upsampling. I like Moode because you have the 

ability to turn off all the data manipulation which I find hard to do with many streaming applications 

and in particular software running on the Windows platform.I ordered the new dac which would take 

a few weeks to be built and delivered so I decided to lift the lid on the Chord Hugo TT and see if I 

could resolve the issues I was experiencing. The problems turned out to be numerous dry solder 

joints on the usb inputs as well as a broken usb input connector for the SD input. The SPDIF input 

problem was a broken track and a bit of careful work with my fine tipped soldering iron I was able to 

fix all the problems and return Hugo to fully working order. The Hugo TT was now sounding much 

better and with the HD USB input working I was able to play my high resolution PCM files as well as 

the DSD recordings. While waiting for the new dac to arrive I enjoyed exploring my music collection 

again and felt it was beginning to sound better and with a bit of speaker repositioning it improved 

further. I still need to do a bit more work with the layout and cable runs as it looks a bit like a rats 

nest but it works and there are no hums or background noises. During this waiting period I was able 

to explore the Moode software further and optimise it slightly better, sending the data directly to the 

usb output and not via the plughw plugin, this is used if you want to do data manipulation like 

upsampling. I also took the opportunity to acquire a couple of usb battery banks to power the 

Raspberry Pi4 and separately the usb input to the dac via a split usb cable. Most usb inputs have their 

receiver front end powered from the usb source and this can be noisy. The usb battery banks power 

the system for several hours which is fine for me and they are easier to obtain than expensive usb 

linear power supplies.After a few weeks the dac arrived safely from Tsenkov in Bulgaria, it was 

quickly installed and the battery supply put on charge. I did a quick listening check to make sure the 

system was working well via the PCM input. I then left all the batteries to fully charge while the dac 

was left on to burn in for 24 hours. One feature of the dacs from RT Audio Design is they all have 

battery power so for best performance it is recommended the battery charger is disconnected for 

critical listening.  

 

 



PCM input 

My first serious listening session was via the PCM input with the dac, Raspberry Pi and DAC usb input 

all running on battery and the dac charger disconnected. It was immediately obvious that RT Audio 

Design sound is still there comparing to the original dac I reviewed. The sound stage is wide with 

fantastic levels of detail, I hear individual instruments and singers clearly laid out. The basic CD 

resolution recordings are excellent with a analog like quality and moving up the resolution levels it 

just gets better assuming the original was mastered at a high resolution and not upsampled. I find 

upsampling from CD quality really does not help, perhaps I have not found the right upsampler yet?I 

find this dac very easy and relaxing to listen to irrespective to source data rate, listening to Spotify via 

the Moode Spotify renderer plugin is remarkably good at the higher data rate of 320kb/s. I have 

recently discovered Esperanza Spalding, her bass playing and vocals are delivered beautifully with 

great dynamics from the bass and rich tone on the vocals. Moving on to a recording of Vivaldi’s Four 

Season by Rachel Podger and the Brecon Baroque at 24 bit 192khz the detail is stunning and the tone 

of Rachel Podger’s violin rich and realistic. This recording is small scale, not a full symphony orchestra 

but more like you would expect from an orchestra of Vivaldi’s era. This is not a Nigel Kennedy 

showing off performance, more a gentle romp through the seasons.Changing to the ever popular Phil 

Collins and the track “In the air tonight” from the Singles double album, one of my favourites and a 

great demonstration of system dynamics and slam. Phil’s vocal at the beginning hangs in space 

between the speakers beautifully and when the drums kick in you feel that Phil and his drum kit are 

there behind the speakers and laid out from far left to right. The slam when played at an appropriate 

volume is just amazing. If only I could find a version taken from analog master tapes at high 

resolution as it does seem a bit rough round the edges, not a fault of the dac but the recording that 

the dac shows up. Switching to a much more modern recording, Diana Krall and the album “Turn up 

the Quiet” delivered at 24 bit 192kz sampling rate. I also have this album in DSD and will talk about 

this later. Diana’s vocal is just superb, richly toned and breathy with lifelike scale, sitting at her piano 

with rest of the musicians spread around behind her. This is a great demonstration of what the 

higher resolution recordings can deliver. It is not necessary to splash out on the high resolution 

recordings, Diana Krall’a album “All for you: A Dedication to the Nat King Cole Trio” demonstrates 

just how good CD quality can be. My favourite track is “ Boulevard of Broken Dreams” and again 

Diana and her piano are centre stage and sound to my ears wonderful if slightly thinner, but still 

beautifully presented. Another beautiful recording that really shines with the dual dac is the Allegri 

Miserere by the Tallis Scholars. This recording was done in a Church in London I believe and the 

recording really captures the acoustic of the venue and the dual dac portrays it well. With the dual 

dac it is the most believable and glorious performance I have heard with all the voices clearly 

defined. You could almost believe you were sitting in the church with the Tallis scholars a few feet 

away, amazing.Up until this point in my listening session the dac has been connected to the MFA 

Classic preamp with regular phono cables. I then changed to balanced XLR cables, nothing fancy just 

good quality. My previous experience with balanced cables with various bits of équipement  has 

been disappointing but this time I felt there was a significant improvement. Playing the Rachel 

Podger performance of the Vivaldi Four Seasons the chamber orchestra separation of the 

instruments improved, before it seemed a little congested and a bit confusing. Switching to the Dave 

Brubeck Quartet “Time Out” album encoded at 24bit 176.4Khz again the separation of the 

instruments improved and the sound stage seemed wider and background quieter. 



DSD input 

Following the recommendations of Tsenkov I switched the streaming application from Moode to 

JRiver, I tried it on the Raspberry Pi4 but it was too painful so switched to my trusty MacBook Pro 

which is much easier to use. Comparing JRiver to Moode I found the user interface confusing and the 

app on my iPad did not help whilst it did work, optimising it for audio playback was not as simple as 

Moode.After a lot of experimenting and listening I decided the best settings were DSD in DOP 

format, 2xDSD in DOP did work but did not seem to add anything and 4xDSD in DOP pushed the USB 

port too hard so there was some break up. If I changed the buffer setting I might have been able to 

get 4xDSD in DOP working but as I could not hear any benefit of 2xDSD in DOP I stuck to DSD in DOP. 

There is also a filter setting and I stuck with 24Khz and 48db roll off. All my comments on the sound 

are with these settings.For me DSD is still a secondary format but I I want it because I have some 

music in that format. Comparing DSD to the best PCM is challenging, like all digital recordings when 

the fundamental recording is good it really shines through whatever the format. I have some DSD 

music which is just amazing but as these tracks are only in DSD it is hard to compare.  I have tried 

converting some PCM files to DSD64 and some DSD to PCM 192/24 but for me it never really works 

as well as the original format.The DSD music that sounds good is exceptional and edges out similar 

recordings in PCM format, the sound is smooth, relaxed with excellent detail and expansive sound 

stage. The common theme with RT Audio Design DACs is the huge sound stage with good separation 

of instruments and singers. I have some studio master 1/4inch tapes that I play on a Revox A77 and 

the good DSD recordings have many similarities. I will continue to collect DSD music when I find good 

recordings of music that I like as I now know my DAC is capable of delivering them as to a very high 

standard.  

 



 

 

Conclusions 

Like all audio replay systems careful setup and optimisation is required and for me this means 

turning off upsampling and sending the data to the dac with minimum latency (delay). With PCM 

setup this way and my favourite music the PCM input sounds wonderful, lots of detail that I haven’t 

heard using other DACs, with a sound stage that seems to extend beyond the speakers and with 

great depth. The rhythm and timing is spot on delivering the Dave Brubeck Quartet and Take Five 

perfectly for me.Good DSD recordings really do sound magnificent with a very analogue like quality. 

The problem for me is not all DSD recordings live up to my expectations and can be very expensive. 

In my mind this DAC delivers the best from DSD with careful setup, sounding much more natural than 

the other DACs in my collection.  What RT Audio Design have done with this DAC is take the best 

components and use them in circuits using transformers in place of op-amps unlike many other 

manufacturers. This alternative take delivers an alternative and better sound to my ears in my 

system and environment. 

 

 



 

Speakers! 

For anyone interested the speakers I am using are a bit unusual and made by a good friend. The 

midrange driver is full range with no crossover and mounted in a carbon fibre sphere with no port. 

This full range driver is then supported by a 15” woofer and ribbon tweeter mounted on an acrylic 

open baffle with just a choke filter for the woofer and capacitor filter for the tweeter. Whilst this 

speaker setup may not deliver the deepest bass or highest high frequencies the midrange is first rate 

and vocals very believable as there is no crossover getting in the way. The bass rhythms to my ears 

are spot as there are no box resonances or port delays and noises. If you want to know more please 

ask RT Audio Design for my contact details. 

 

 

 


